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But we promise that we will cooperate more with the
Kuwait Football Association and will work to lift the injus-
tice on other sports by negotiating with the International
Olympic Committee,” he added.

Meanwhile, MPs welcomed the decision by FIFA to lift
the suspension on Kuwaiti football. Ghanem congratulated
the Kuwaiti people for the long-awaited step, while
Roudhan hailed the great efforts made by Ghanem to

secure the lifting of the suspension. Opposition MP Shuaib
Al-Muwaizri congratulated the Kuwaiti youth for the deci-
sion, but demanded that the entire sports file be referred to
the public prosecution for an investigation to penalize
those who “betrayed” the country. Fadhl, who took part in
the negotiations with FIFA, and opposition lawmaker
Abdulwahab Al-Babtain also congratulated Kuwaiti youth.

Former president of Kuwait Football Association and
ex-chief of Kuwait Olympic Committee Sheikh Talal Al-
Fahd Al-Sabah said the latest developments prove his point
of view. He said that he had repeatedly called on the gov-
ernment to stop interfering in sports affairs and to respond
to demands by international sports bodies, “but these calls
were always rejected”. “Now, the suspension on football
has been lifted after the government accepted not to inter-
fere,” he added.
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Trump said his decision marked the start of a “new
approach” to solving the thorny conflict between Israel
and the Palestinians - as he insisted Washington
remained intent on pursuing a peace deal for the region.
“Peace is never beyond the grasp of those willing to
reach it,” said the US leader, who declared that “the
United States would support a two-state solution if
agreed to by both sides”.

“This decision is not intended in any way to reflect a
departure from our strong commitment to facilitate a
lasting peace,” Trump said, as he announced that Vice
President Mike Pence would travel to the region in the
coming days. “So today we call for calm, for moderation,
and for the voices of tolerance to prevail over the pur-
veyors of hate.”

The announcement leaves many angry US allies and
leaders across the Middle East trying to find a measured
response and hoping that the tinderbox region is not
destined for yet another round of bloodletting. Pope
Francis joined a list of leaders warning of an historic
misstep that could trigger a surge of violence. “I cannot
silence my deep concern over the situation that has
emerged in recent days,” the pontiff said yesterday, one
day after speaking by phone with Palestinian president
Mahmoud Abbas. 

The pontiff added that maintaining Jerusalem’s status
quo was important “in order to avoid adding new ele-
ments of tension to an already volatile world that is
wracked by so many cruel conflicts”. In a frantic series
of calls, the leaders of Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, the
European Union, France, Germany and Turkey also
warned Trump against the move.

Moving the US embassy will probably take years to
implement, but the repercussions of Trump’s decision
are likely to be swift. Hundreds of Palestinians burned
US and Israeli flags as well as pictures of Trump in the
Gaza Strip, while relatively small clashes erupted near

the flashpoint West Bank city of Hebron. The Palestinian
armed Islamist movement Hamas has threatened to
launch a new “intifada”, or uprising.

Palestinians called for three days of protests - or
“days of rage” - starting yesterday. Anticipating
protests, US government officials and their families were
ordered to avoid Jerusalem’s Old City and the West
Bank, though the situation remained largely calm yester-
day. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan called for
a summit of the Organization of Islamic Cooperation
(OIC), the main pan-Islamic body, in Istanbul on Dec 13
“to display joint action among Islamic countries” over
Jerusalem. “Such a step will only play into the hands of
terror groups,” Erdogan said at a joint news conference
in Ankara after talks with Jordan’s King Abdullah II.

Jordan and the Palestinians also called for an emer-
gency meeting of the Arab League in Cairo. Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu refrained from
commenting on the issue yesterday his first speech since
Trump’s plan was confirmed. Most of the international
community does not formally recognize Jerusalem as
Israel’s capital, insisting the issue can only be resolved in
negotiations.

The White House argues the move would not pre-
judge final talks and would represent the reality that
west Jerusalem is and will continue to be part of Israel
under any settlement. Critics say Trump’s approach
could extinguish his own efforts to broker Middle East
peace while igniting the flames of conflict in a region
already reeling from crises in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq,
Yemen and Qatar.

Israel seized the largely Arab eastern sector of
Jerusalem during the 1967 Six-Day War and later
annexed it, claiming both sides of the city as its capital.
The Palestinians want the eastern sector as the capital
of their future state. Trump was pushed to act on the
embassy as a result of the a 1995 law, which stated that
the city “should be recognized as the capital of the state
of Israel” and the US embassy be moved there. A waiver
has been invoked by successive US presidents, post-
poning the move on grounds of “national security” once
every six months, meaning the law has never taken
effect. Several peace plans have unraveled in the past
decades over the issue of how to divide sovereignty or
oversee holy sites in Jerusalem.  — Agencies 
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foreign language equivalents. The accusations
against Weinstein, who has denied wrongdoing, proved
a tipping point for a flood of sordid revelations involving
other titans of Hollywood, big business, politics and the
news media.

Many once-admired leaders in their fields have been
fired or suspended, their brilliant careers in tatters. One of
the figures singled out by Time, Ashley Judd was the first
actress to come forward on the record to make accusa-
tions against the 65-year-old Weinstein. She was followed
by more than a hundred others, and a watershed moment
began. “When a movie star says #MeToo, it becomes
easier to believe the cook who’s been quietly enduring for
years,” a Time article read.

“This reckoning appears to have sprung up overnight.
But it has actually been simmering for years, decades, cen-
turies. These silence breakers have started a revolution of
refusal, gathering strength by the day, and in the past two
months alone, their collective anger has spurred immedi-
ate and shocking results: nearly every day, CEOs have
been fired, moguls toppled, icons disgraced. In some cas-
es, criminal charges have been brought.”

The Person of the Year announcement came as The
New York Times published a report detailing a wide-

spread “complicity machine” of powerful relationships
that enabled Weinstein to silence or intimidate his accus-
ers for years. Weinstein has denied via his lawyers and
spokespeople that he engaged in any non-consensual
behavior. He has not been charged with any crimes,
though investigations have been launched in London, Los
Angeles and New York.

A number of men also have revealed they were victims
of sexual abuse, including Anthony Rapp, who accused
Oscar-winning actor Kevin Spacey of making sexual
advances on him when he was a teenager. More than a
dozen men have since come forward with similar accusa-
tions against Spacey, some of whom were teens at the
time of the alleged abuse.

On Time’s cover is a composite group photograph fea-
turing Judd, along with singer Taylor Swift and ex-Uber
engineer Susan Fowler. “The galvanizing actions of the
women on our cover... along with those of hundreds of oth-
ers, and of many men as well, have unleashed one of the
highest-velocity shifts in our culture since the 1960s,” Time
editor-in-chief Edward Felsenthal said in a statement.

Calling #MeToo a “powerful accelerant”, Felsenthal
noted that the hashtag has been used millions of times in
at least 85 countries. “The idea that influential, inspira-
tional individuals shape the world could not be more apt
this year,” Felsenthal said. “For giving voice to open
secrets, for moving whisper networks onto social net-
works, for pushing us all to stop accepting the unaccept-
able, The Silence Breakers are the 2017 Person of the
Year.” Time has designated an individual or group who
has most influenced the year’s news and events as Person
of the Year since 1927. —AFP 
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as Waheed Mahmoud Al-Refae Hassan, who hails

from Alexandria. Makram also contacted Egyptian
Ambassador to Kuwait Tareq Al-Qouni and Kuwaiti
Ambassador to Egypt Mohammed Al-Thuwaikh to fol-
low up on the latest developments. 

Makram expressed regret over what she described
as ‘individual incidents’ against Egyptians, stressing
these will not affect the good Egyptian-Kuwaiti rela-
tions. Makram called Qouni to inquire about Waheed’s
condition, adding the ministry was closely following the
situation with the Kuwaiti authorities. Qouni informed
Makram that embassy staff immediately visited the vic-
tim in hospital and found that his condition had stabi-
lized. Meanwhile, Thuwaikh expressed grief over such
‘individual incidents’, adding the embassy was ready to
provide the Egyptian ministry of immigration with all
the help needed to protect the young Egyptian’s rights. 

Egyptian expat 
savagely beaten...

MENZEL MHIRI, Tunisia: These Tunisian women have
some sauce, pooling their resources and a seasoned culi-
nary expertise handed down the centuries from mother to
daughter. Their secret? Harissa - the spicy hot pepper
paste used to add zing to dishes traditionally prepared in
North Africa’s Maghreb region. These days, when Najoua
Dhiflaoui prepares harissa, it is no longer just for her family.
She and another 150 women are now making money by
producing and even exporting their ancestral savoir faire.

Harissa, made from sun-dried chilli peppers, freshly pre-
pared spices and olive oil to both preserve and soften its
heat, is added to most dishes in restaurants in Tunisia, and
is also popular abroad. In 2013, a group of women farmers
in Menzel Mhiri near Kairouan in rural central Tunisia
banded together to form a cooperative they dubbed
“Tahadi” - Arabic for “challenge”. Dhiflaoui and her co-
workers certainly rose to it.

They went “door-to-door to convince others to join
them, to combine their knowledge and sell their products
together”, the dynamic fortysomething told AFP. The
women were able to take advantage of an official project to
support local produce and were given training in the tech-
nical, hygienic and commercial aspects of their venture. For
the past two years, they have marketed their harissa under
the “Errim” trade name. That’s Arabic for small gazelle, also
a symbol of feminine beauty.

“It’s a way of representing the Tunisian woman - hard-
working, authentic and fiery,” said Dhiflaoui with a smile,
her forehead beaded with sweat from both the heat and the
peppers. Tahadi now has 164 people working for it, and is
one of the first firms in Tunisia to work exclusively with
local rural women under a rotational system - its members
work according to a flexible schedule. In a spotless white

laboratory lined with machinery that grinds, kneads and
fills, the gloved women wash and prepare locally harvested
ingredients to make the red paste.

Women play a key role in the Tunisian economy, said
Farouk Ben Salah of PAMPAT, a UN, Swiss and Tunisian
project aimed at getting rural products such as harissa onto
the market. “The main thing is to create working conditions
for them as soon as possible,” he said. The harissa makers
are paid “slightly more than the agricultural wage, around
15 dinars” (five euros) per working day, said Ben Salah.

Others work from home, performing essential tasks for
the project and generating some income by cleaning and
drying peppers on the roofs of their houses. Dhiflaoui is
full of enthusiasm. “This work allows women a certain
financial autonomy,” she said, boosting their confidence
and enabling them “to move forward”. Since the launch of
the cooperative, the farmers “have encouraged each other
to make their mark. No longer do you have to be a
teacher or doctor, now they too can work and feel they
have a place in society.”

Women in rural Tunisia are particularly affected by gen-
der discrimination and lack of job security. While female
unemployment is 22.5 percent at a national level, the rate
exceeds 35 percent in rural provinces, according to a 2015
report by the National Institute of Statistics. Dhiflaoui said
that many of the women who now work at Tahadi used to
labor in the fields in “terrible conditions” or “waited until
their husbands brought money home”. Their new role has
“made them bloom” and given them “liberty”, she added. 

“There’s a big difference between a woman with her
own monthly salary and a woman who relies on a husband,”
said Chelbia Dhiflaoui, Najoua’s cousin who also works at
Tahadi. “She feels a sense of responsibility, she sets goals
she can reach - and she’s working to improve her living
conditions.” Ben Salah said PAMPAT could help Tahadi
diversify its production to give the cooperative more
opportunities to employ women who live in rural areas.

Errim Harissa is already making a name for itself. Sold in
gourmet food stores nationally, it can also be found in
Switzerland and Germany, and orders have been dis-
patched to France and Italy. Talks are also underway to
export the delicacy to Canada. — AFP 
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MENZEL MHIRI: Tunisian women pick tomatoes in a field on July 13, 2017 in the governorate of Kairouan. — AFP 


